CASE S T UDY

Lab tech startup, Elemental
Machines, improves advertising
click rates and leverages targeted
examples of success in sales
cycles thanks to SuccessKit.
Situation
Cutting-edge laboratory monitoring company, Elemental Machines, was
relying on a single Case Study they had developed internally to support sales
and marketing. They were having trouble finding the time and resources to
create more.
Recognizing their clients’ success was one of the strongest tools for
demonstrating the value of their technology, Elemental Machines decided to
prioritize development of more Case Studies.
“Right now we’re introducing a relatively new technology,” said John Morgan,
Director of Marketing at Elemental Machines. “We’re getting early adopters
but not yet getting that mainstream adoption. The next group of people will
need to see results and testimonials from early adopters.”
As a startup with limited marketing resources, Elemental Machines did not
have the budget, time, or staff to consistently produce Case Studies in-house.
Then they found SuccessKit.

John Morgan

“

Director of Marketing,
Elemental Machines

SuccessKit has been
great. I have created

Case Studies in the past
and it’s really hard to
nail down customers
to a specific time [for
an interview]. I realize
how difficult it is to get
them to commit to talk

to you and fully engage.

Solution
Elemental Machines partnered with SuccessKit to produce Case Studies
demonstrating their many successes with clients.
Working with SuccessKit, Elemental Machines was able to expand their
collection of Case Studies while maintaining focus on their core business and
marketing goals.

SuccessKit is able to draw
out key points. We can tell
SuccessKit, ‘ABC company
had this problem,’ and
they will document
our solution.

SUCCESSKIT.IO

”
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“It is clearly worthwhile to pay SuccessKit to create our Case Studies versus
rearranging our priorities to find the time to do them ourselves,” said John.
With SuccessKit, Elemental Machines can more effectively target buyer
personas with marketing content that connects to their experience.

Industry

“No matter what company, people have similar problems and challenges. It
is easy in a Case Study, particularly with the way SuccessKit formats it, for
them to see, ‘oh this person is just like me and they were able to save all this
money!’” John said.

Results + Benefits
Improved
Engagement

Capture Attention

Time and Energy
Savings

“Click rates went up on nurture programs when
I started using Case Studies as opposed to the
e-guides. I think they resonate more with our
targeted personas,” said John.

“SuccessKit Case Studies are more relatable
and easier to digest quickly. We don’t have a lot
of [a prospect’s time]. With these Case Studies,
we can capture the attention of our prospects
quickly,” John said.

“It is a lot of time [to create a Case Study
internally]. My account manager and I have to
reach out to the customer, schedule and hold a
meeting, take notes, write a draft. Then we have
an internal designer who would have to do a
design. That all adds up to be quite a lot of our
time.”

Technology
Startup

Primary Values
Increased Engagement
Saved Time

Case Studies
Created
6 in 6 Months

CASE STUDY
Lab personnel freed up from taking manual readings,
saving time and money and improving reliability
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Clinical-stage therapeutics company, AOBiome,
avoids major loss by using Elemental Machines.

• Life Sciences

CASE STUDY

PRIMARY VALUE
• Alerting + Monitoring

PREVIOUS PROCESS
• Manual Readings

PRIMARY VALUE

APPLICATION

• Peace of Mind

• Lab Monitoring

APPLICATION
• Lab monitoring

• Cost Savings
• Alerting/Monitoring

RESULTS

PROBLEM
RESULTS & BENEFITS

Previously the company was not monitoring the majority of their 25+ fridges and
freezers. They had four temp alert monitors, which are wireless sensors. These
sensors were unreliable as they only monitored down to -20°C, and would regularly
Dan Brownell, Director of Research and Development
at AOBiome, originally joined
drop their signal.
CONSISTENT TEMPERATURE
the company in 2018 as part of the team that was tasked with outfitting an internal
MANAGEMENT
laboratory.
The lab did not have a system for regularly monitoring and
recording the tempera“Wereading
track lab temperature
to make sure
ture of their equipment. Instead they would just check the
on the outside
They wanted to leverage WiFi-enabled sensors
monitoring
temperatures
in facility operations
everything
is within
recommended
of their for
fridges
and freezers.
Steve, the
manager,
saidthe
“We
used
ranges. This is a great way to continuously
their fridges and freezers as well as the them
environmental
factors
inwe
their
incubators
often enough
that
would
know if there was an outage.”
monitor environmental factors even when
and lab spaces.

SITUATION

Cost Effective

At more than double the cost to develop
internally, “compared to what we are paying
SuccessKit, it just makes financial sense,” said
John.

nobody is present, since we are tracking the

The lab company was opening a new 1200 square foot fungal lab and wanted a reli-

temperature at all times,” said Dan.
Dan suggested working with Elemental Machines,
experiencesystem
working
able 24/7based
digitalon
monitoring
in place for all of their refrigerators & freezers.
with them at his previous company, but they still did their due diligence and
collected quotes from three competitors to get the best possible solution.
EASY SETUP

SOLUTION

SOLUTION

“The set-up was super easy and quick. The
entire lab was set up in less than half an hour,”
Dan said.
The lab company chose Elemental Machines for monitoring
the freezers, fridges

PEACE OF MIND
Elemental Machines provides the
lab company 24/7 monitoring and
regular alerts so now they always
know the status and internal
temperatures of their equipment.

and environment in their new fungal lab. They installed several Element-T sensors

After assessing all of their options, AOBiome chose Elemental Machines as the
to monitor the temperature of freezers and fridges. They
installed two
Element-ASERVICE
EXCELLENT
CUSTOMER
best choice for their new lab.

sensors to monitor temperature, humidity, light and pressure
of their
lab
“Customer
service
hasenvironbeen great. Any
ment and the environment in a special grow chamber.

questions or issues have been addressed as
AOBiome installed Elemental Machines’ Element-T sensors in all of their fridges
quickly as they possibly could have,” Dan said.
and freezers to track temperatures. They also installed Element-A sensors in their
up the system
was simple.
incubators and each of their lab spaces to“Setting
track temperature,
humidity,
light, andI gave Dan (the account manager) a list of all
the -80s,and -20s, and refrigerators. He actually had them all programmed upon his
pressure.

arrival. It took 5 minutes per unit. We did 21 fridges & freezers in a day,” said Steve.

“We went with Elemental Machines because I liked their interface, I trusted the
TheDan.
system in the fungal lab was so reliable, Steve urged the company to install
products, and the price was attractive,” said

Elemental Machines’ devices in all of their labs.

Their monitors are connected to Slack, facilitating the quickest possible notification
“I told
my
manager
how alerts,
happy Dan
I was
with everything in the fungal lab so we should
and response times during work hours. For
after
hour
emergency
also
receives notifications on his cell phone. go with Elemental. She was on board, so I called Dan right away. Within a month we

had all of our fridges & freezers monitored.”

“With Elemental Machines, I just have the peace of mind that everything is running
the way that it should,” Dan said.
AOBiome’s lab had a power loss incident in the
early morning
one weekend.
“Shortly
after Dan
and I installed the monitors, one of them
Luckily for Dan and AOBiome, their monitors’
alerts
wokeme
himan
up alert.
in time Dan
for referred me to customer service,
kept
giving
him to rush into the lab and save their samples.
“We wouldn’t
have
found
it need a new battery.’ The next day I
they said,
‘sounds
like
you
until Monday and would have lost everything
All ourswapped
in-progressout the batteries, and we were good
gotinathere.
package,
work was very valuable. All of it would
been totally
lost.”our system from their end, too, and they
to have
go. They
monitor

gave me a call right away and said ‘you’re all set!’”

Dan Brownell
Director of Research and Development, AOBiome
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SAVED TIME
Elemental Machine’s alerting
system saves them the time they
used to spend manually checking
their units.

ELEMENTAL MACHINES MEASURES UP
“At my old company I used Rees
Scientific. I had a lot of trust with
Rees, they are a great company. But
I have just as much confidence in
Elemental Machines. I have had no
issues with them.”

